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Abstract. The organic fraction of atmospheric aerosols has
proven to be a critical element of air quality and climate
issues. However, its composition and the aging processes
it undergoes remain insufficiently understood. This work
builds on laboratory knowledge to simulate the formation of
oligomers from biogenic secondary organic aerosol (BSOA)
in the troposphere at the continental scale. We compare the
results of two different modeling approaches, a first-order
kinetic process and a pH-dependent parameterization, both
implemented in the CHIMERE air quality model (AQM)
(www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere), to simulate the spatial
and temporal distribution of oligomerized secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) over western Europe. We also included a comparison of organic carbon (OC) concentrations at two EMEP
(European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme) stations.
Our results show that there is a strong dependence of the
results on the selected modeling approach: while the irreversible kinetic process leads to the oligomerization of about
50 % of the total BSOA mass, the pH-dependent approach
shows a broader range of impacts, with a strong dependency
on environmental parameters (pH and nature of aerosol) and
the possibility for the process to be reversible. In parallel, we
investigated the sensitivity of each modeling approach to the
representation of SOA precursor solubility (Henry’s law constant values). Finally, the pros and cons of each approach for
the representation of SOA aging are discussed and recom-

mendations are provided to improve current representations
of oligomer formation in AQMs.

1

Introduction

Due to their fast evolution in the troposphere and their continuous interaction with the ambient gas phase, atmospheric
aerosols present a highly variable chemical composition in
space and time (Q. Zhang et al., 2007). They not only comprise large quantities of inorganic species such as nitrates and
sulfates, but also contain an organic fraction (organic aerosol,
OA), made of condensed semi-volatile and low volatility
organic species presenting a wide range of oxidation degrees (Jimenez et al., 2009). Part of this OA comes from
the emission of particulate organic compounds into the atmosphere during combustion processes: it is called primary organic aerosol (POA). However, away from combustion emission sources, most of the OA arises from the oxidation of
gas-phase organic species, making up the secondary organic
aerosol (SOA), which may represent up to 70 % of OA on
a mass basis (Kanakidou et al., 2005). The diversity in size
and composition of atmospheric aerosols induces major differences in their physicochemical properties (Molnar and
Meszaros, 2001; Kanakidou et al., 2005). These properties
affect their impact on the radiative balance of the atmosphere
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(Stier et al., 2007; Paredes-Miranda et al., 2009) and their
adverse health effects (Fuzzi et al., 2006). Thus, not only the
total aerosol mass, but also their size distribution and their
chemical content are of crucial importance for atmospheric
issues. Although major scientific advances have been made
during the last decade, the composition and the aging processes of the organic aerosol fraction remain insufficiently
understood (e.g., Volkamer et al., 2006).
As a consequence, air quality models (AQMs), despite significant progress, still have difficulties to quantitatively reproduce the observed particulate matter (PM) levels and gradients, and continue to underestimate the formation of SOA
in the troposphere, from cities to remote areas (Shrivastava
et al., 2011; Ervens et al., 2011; Petetin et al., 2014). In this
regard, the chemistry of organics in the aqueous condensed
phase remains poorly characterized. Thanks notably to atmospheric simulation chamber data, new processes have been
integrated into AQMs so as to fill the gap between models
and observations. These processes include, for example, the
addition of new precursors (e.g., Y. Zhang et al., 2007), the
treatment of SOA hygroscopicity (e.g., Pun, 2008) and aqueous chemistry SOA formation pathways (e.g., Carlton et al.,
2008). In doing so, oligomerization was highlighted as one
of the most important identified processes of SOA evolution.
Laboratory studies indeed showed that oligomerization could
be a quantitatively important evolution pathway for aqueous
condensed species, and may greatly contribute to a better understanding of SOA aging (e.g., Kalberer et al., 2004; Jang et
al., 2005; Trump and Donahue, 2014 and references therein).
In particular, modeling studies have shown that the oligomerization of biogenic oxidized compounds happens to be a significant source of secondary organic aerosols (Aksoyoglu et
al., 2011).
Based on these experimental results, two distinct approaches aiming at representing oligomerization into AQMs
have initially been developed. One approach, described by
Carlton et al. (2010), proposes to represent the formation
of oligomers observed in simulation chambers by using a
first-order rate constant for all organic compounds in the
organic and aqueous aerosol phases. In parallel, Pun and
Seigneur (2007) developed a pH-dependent oligomer formation, based on the experimental data of Jang et al. (2005),
which applies only to the aldehyde species dissolved in the
aerosol aqueous phase. Note that chemistry in cloud droplets
is not considered in our study. More recently, Trump and
Donahue (2014) also used an equilibrium approach to model
oligomer formation within the volatility basis set (VBS)
formulation. Although these approaches rely on two very
different concepts, they both aim to produce oligomers in
the aerosol phase from the particle-phase reactions of condensed semi-volatile organic species, using empirical relationships. These parameterizations have been implemented
in several AQMs such as CAMx (www.camx.com), CMAQ
(http://www.cmaq-model.org) and Polyphemus (http://cerea.
enpc.fr/polyphemus/index.html) in order to improve the sim-

ulated SOA concentration fields. Several modeling studies
including these new parameterizations were conducted (Pun
and Seigneur, 2007; Carlton et al., 2010; Aksoyoglu et al.,
2011; Couvidat et al., 2012); it came out that oligomerization of biogenic oxidation products is mostly responsible for
SOA formation and that the implementation of this process
in AQMs reduces the discrepancy between the PM simulated mass and measurements in Europe and North America.
However, although enhanced operational SOA modeling is
needed, there still are no in situ measurements of oligomers
that would increase our understanding of their formation and
either allow the validation of these approaches or enable
further refinement of the models. As an example, Pun and
Seigneur (2007) indicated that their approach may overestimate the role of water in this process, as it is not currently
known whether all liquid water present in aerosols is available to interact with organic compounds. Furthermore, as the
two methods diverge both on the set of species submitted to
oligomerization and on the nature of the driving parameters
(kinetic constant versus equilibrium relationship), we also
can expect the modeled distribution of simulated oligomers
to differ between the two approaches.
To our knowledge, these approaches have not yet been
compared in a same model. Such an initiative seems warranted, first not only to identify the range of uncertainties
that these two parameterizations induce in the model outputs, but also to define how these parameterizations influence our understanding of SOA production in time and space.
Thus, this work aims at investigating the representation of
oligomerization that is provided by operational models. It
consists in a model sensitivity study using, in turn, each
oligomerization approach presented above to quantify the
production of organic PM over Europe in the lower troposphere through continuous simulation. Moreover, it includes
a study of the impact of the Henry’s law constant computation for complex organic species, which is considered as
a key parameter in representing the multiphase behavior of
organic compounds in the atmosphere (Raventos-Duran et
al., 2010). This study was conducted with the CHIMERE
AQM (www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere) at the continental scale over Europe during a summer period covering July
and August 2006. The simulated SOA yields, as well as the
oligomer spatial and temporal distribution, obtained in each
model configuration are compared so as to learn about the
corresponding approaches.
This work is divided into three parts. First, the methodology and the model configurations are presented. Next the
influence of the Henry’ law constant on gas-particle partitioning, as well as the impact of each parameterization on
the SOA budget are discussed and are compared against field
measurements. Finally, we discuss the assets and limitations
of both oligomer modeling approaches and provide recommendations for future work.
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Methodology and model setup

2.1

Model setup

This study uses the CHIMERE AQM, which is designed to
produce daily forecasts of ozone, PM and other pollutants
and to conduct pollution event analyses and research studies
in atmospheric chemistry (Menut et al., 2013). The model
may be run from the regional to the continental scale, with
horizontal resolutions ranging from 1 to 100 km. CHIMERE
is used daily for operational air quality forecasts in nine
different regions of France and Europe. In this context,
model performance is assessed every day via the comparison of the model output with atmospheric measurements,
which also provides the basis for the ongoing improvement
of CHIMERE. CHIMERE uses the MELCHIOR2 gas-phase
chemical scheme (120 reactions among 44 gaseous species),
which is adapted from the original EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme) mechanism and is a reduced version of the MELCHIOR1 mechanism, obtained by
Carter’s surrogate molecule method (Carter, 1990). The gasphase chemical mechanism for SOA production has been
described in detail by Pun et al. (2006) and Bessagnet et
al. (2008).
In CHIMERE, a sectional aerosol module provides the
evolution of the concentrations of seven particulate groups
of species: primary PM, nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, biogenic SOA, anthropogenic SOA and water (Schmidt et al.,
2001; Bessagnet et al., 2004, 2009). The size distribution
of aerosol particles is represented using eight size sections
ranging from 10 nm to 40 µm. Physical processes taken into
account are coagulation (Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980), condensation via absorption (Nenes et al., 1998; Pun et al.,
2006) and nucleation for sulfuric acid (Kulmala et al., 1998).
The equilibrium concentrations of inorganic species are computed by the thermodynamic module ISORROPIA (http:
//nenes.eas.gatech.edu/ISORROPIA) (version 1.7) presented
in Nenes et al. (1998). The distribution of secondary organic
species between the gas and particulate phases is calculated
using Raoult’s law with a temperature-dependent partitioning coefficient as described by Pankow (1994) for hydrophobic species and using Henry’s law for hydrophilic species
(Pun et al., 2006). In this version of the CHIMERE model,
SOA formation is processed through the oxidation of five
biogenic gaseous precursor species (isoprene, α-pinene, βpinene, limonene and ocimene) and four anthropogenic precursor species (benzene, toluene, trimethylbenzene and a
species accounting for C4–C10 alkanes). As for condensable
species, both hydrophilic (condensation following Henry’s
law) and hydrophobic (condensation following Raoult’s law)
behaviors are considered, they are represented by
– six hydrophilic surrogate species including an anthropogenic non-dissociative species (AnA0D), an anthropogenic once-dissociative species (AnA1D), an anthropogenic twice-dissociative species (AnA2D), a biowww.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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genic non-dissociative species (BiA0D), a biogenic
once-dissociative species (BiA1D) and a biogenic
twice-dissociative species (BiA2D). The pAnA∗ D and
pBiA∗ D species stand for the part of the surrogate
species that is present in the particulate phase;
– three hydrophobic species comprising two anthropogenic species with low and moderate saturation vapor
pressures (AnBlP and AnBmP) and a biogenic species
with a moderate saturation vapor pressure (BiBmP);
– two water-soluble surrogate species that account for
the isoprene oxidation products (ISOPA1, ISOPA2).
The oxidation of isoprene is adapted from the formulation prescribed by Kroll et al. (2006) and Y. Zhang et
al. (2007).
Note that if – for any time step and grid cell – the modeled
aerosol is not deliquescent, the gas–aerosol partition of the
hydrophilic species will then be driven by their saturation vapor pressure. That is, their condensation will follow Raoult’s
law.
In the model, horizontal advection is calculated using
the Van Leer second-order scheme and boundary layer turbulence is represented as a diffusion phenomenon, following Troen and Mahrt (1986). Vertical winds are diagnosed
through a bottom-up mass balance scheme. Dry deposition is
coded as in Wesely (1989) and photolytic rates are attenuated
using liquid water or relative humidity. Finally, the numerical
time solver uses the TWOSTEP method (Verwer, 1994).
The 2006 annual anthropogenic emissions from the EMEP
database (Vestreng et al., 2005) at a resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦
have been used (http://www.emep.int). They include CO,
NH3 , NMVOC, NOx , SOx and PM emissions for the 10 anthropogenic activity sectors of the Selected Nomenclature
for Air Pollution (SNAP). The emission values are disaggregated into individual chemical species and at an hourly
time step according to IER recommendations, and are spatially distributed over our simulation domain using a kilometric land use database (http://www.glcf.umiacs.umd.edu).
Biogenic emissions have been computed with the MEGAN
model (Guenther et al., 2006) using a land use database of
1 km resolution and hourly meteorological parameters from
the MM5 model (see below) for the calculation of the various
biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOC) emission flux
intensity and temporal evolution (http://lar.wsu.edu/megan/).
Climatologic LMDZ (Hauglustaine et al., 2004) model output data were used for boundary conditions. Finally, the
mesoscale model MM5 (Dudhia, 1993) was used to generate
hourly meteorological fields for CHIMERE over a European
domain covering our simulation domain, with a horizontal
resolution of 54 km and using 32 levels in the vertical direction from the surface to 10 hPa.
A European domain extending from 6◦ W to 20◦ E in longitude and from 38◦ to 54◦ N in latitude (see Fig. 1) was defined for this study: its size allows for tracking and studyGeosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Figure 1. In red, gridded domain used for the air quality simulations, having a horizontal resolution of 0.23◦ × 0.20◦ . In black,
large-scale domain used to provide boundary conditions (horizontal
resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ ).

ing large European city plumes and the domain includes our
study area, which is western Europe. The horizontal resolution is 0.23◦ × 0.20◦ . For the vertical resolution, we used
eight levels of decreasing resolution from the ground level
up to 500 hPa, the first model layer being 50 m thick. The
simulation domain and its grid are illustrated in Fig. 1. The
simulation period covers 2 months (July and August) in the
summer of 2006. The simulation was run with a spin-up period (15 days) prior to the periods of interest in order to ensure that emissions and secondary pollutants are realistically
distributed over the domain at the beginning of the evaluation
period.
2.2

Oligomer parameterizations

This section describes the implementation of oligomer production in CHIMERE using the two existing parameterizations and their associated hypotheses.
2.2.1

Kinetic approach

The first approach (called hereafter KIN) is based on the hypothesis that oligomer formation may be represented through
a kinetic process (Morris et al., 2006; Carlton et al., 2010).
This hypothesis is supported by a series of smog chamber
experiments conducted by Kalberer et al. (2004), where an
important fraction of organic aerosol mass was shown to
be composed of oligomers. The authors reported that, after
20 h of processing, 50 % of the total organic aerosol mass
was transformed into oligomers. From this result, Morris
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

et al. (2006) proposed the use of a first-order rate constant
k1 = 9.6 × 10−6 s−1 to account for the oligomerization formation process, corresponding to a half-life of 20 h for organic species in the particulate phase. In this approach, biogenic and anthropogenic species are all potential oligomer
precursors. However, due to low amounts of anthropogenic
semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC) from the oxidation
of classic precursors (Toluene, Xylene, Trimethylbenzene,
etc.) over Europe, the production of anthropogenic oligomer
could be negligible (Aksoyoglu et al., 2011).
To transcribe this approach in the model, we have allocated a first-order oligomer production kinetics to all the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surrogate species (AnA0-12D and BiA0-1-2D, AnBlP, AnBmP, BiBmP, ISOPA1 and
ISOPA2) of the CHIMERE aerosol module. Preliminary simulations with CHIMERE confirmed the precedent findings,
i.e., a very low budget of oligomers of anthropogenic origin
(concentrations reach 10−3 ng m−3 at the maximum over the
domain) compared with biogenic oligomers (which concentrations reach a few µg m−3 for oligomers over many continental areas).
Thus, for simplification, only the six biogenic surrogate species (BiA0D, BiA1D, BiA2D, BiBmP, ISOPA1 and
ISOPA2) were considered here (Gas-phase chemical scheme
for SOA formation is available in Table 6 of Menut et al.,
2013). Furthermore, as will be discussed below, our study
will focus on monoterpenes, a common species of both modeling approaches. To that end, a new species family called
BiOLG, representing the total sum of oligomerized pBiA∗ D
compounds, was introduced in CHIMERE. It accounts for
oligomer formation from the oxidation of monoterpenes only
and will be the basis for the intercomparison of the two approaches.
In this empirical parameterization, oligomerization is considered as an irreversible process. This approach has the advantage of simplicity, as it proposes a similar chemical reactivity for all organic oligomer precursors in the particulate phase (hydrophilic and hydrophobic species), one single
chemical pathway for oligomer formation, and only one type
of oligomer product. However, the drawback of this method
is that it does not account for the details of the gas-phase
SVOC speciation, for the variability of the aerosol nature
(deliquescent aerosol or not), nor for ambient parameters
such as pH. Thus, it may lead to biases in the quantitative
estimation of oligomer and OA production. Moreover, owing
to the choice of a kinetic approach with a half life of 20 h,
oligomer production is expected to be dominant away from
source areas (except in the presence of severe anticyclonic
conditions), enhancing the role of pollutant transport.
2.2.2

pH-dependant approach

The second approach (called here KPH) combines the laboratory works of Jang et al. (2005) – who showed that the
polymerization of aldehydes may happen through a variety
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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of acid-catalyzed reactions – and the observations of Gao et
al. (2004) – who indicated that at least 10 % of the total organic aerosol mass is converted into oligomers due to the
formation of organic acids in the aerosol. From these results,
Pun and Seigneur (2007) developed an equation for the calculation of the gas-to-particle partitioning constant of semivolatile aldehydes. It represents their increased partitioning
toward the aqueous phase due to acidity:
"
 #

CH+ 1.91
,
(1)
Kp,eff,i = Kp,i 1 + K0,eff, i,ref ×
CH+ ,ref

model that solves the transition between solid and aqueous
phases through the estimation of the deliquescent relative humidity. However, it is also possible to run ISORROPIA in a
metastable configuration, which considers that aerosols remain in a liquid state under conditions of low relative humidity, thus avoiding the transfer of dissolved BiA0D back
to the gas phase and favoring oligomer persistence as well
as its atmospheric transport. This alternative is taken into account for the evaluation of the KPH approach.
ISORROPIA model also provides – for each cell and at every time step of the model calculation – particle water content
and ion species equilibrium concentrations. At the end of the
ISORROPIA computation, we constrained the particle pH to
a range of values between 2 and 6. The upper value limit of
6 allows us to be consistent with the parameterization and
to avoid partitioning constant values lower than that of the
reference (see Eq. 1). The lower limit was set for numerical
reasons, as the transfer of the concerned organic species to
the aqueous phase becomes total under a pH of 2.

where Kp,eff,i is the effective partitioning coefficient of the
ith compound between the gas phase and the aerosol aqueous phase; Kp,i is its standard partitioning coefficient – calculated for non-acidic conditions – and CH+ represent the
aqueous concentration of hydronium ions. In this approach,
CH+ ,ref is set to 10−6 mol L−1 and K0,eff,i,ref stands for the
value of 0.1 found by Gao et al. (2004) under the CH+ ,ref
conditions. According to the results of Jang et al. (2005),
aldehydes appear to be more reactive than ketones by 2 orders of magnitude. To simplify the parameterization, Pun and
Seigneur (2007) considered as a first approximation that only
aqueous aldehydes undergo oligomerization. In our model, it
is equivalent to assuming that only BiA0D surrogates can
lead to oligomer formation. Such a consideration derives
from the fact that isoprene oxidation products in CHIMERE
are not associated with a given molecular structure. Thus,
oligomerization processes could not be attributed to isoprene surrogates without more chemical details here, using
the KPH approach. Our study then focuses on what can be
learned from oligomerization modeling approaches on the
basis of monoterpene surrogate reactivity.
The KPH approach only artificially reproduces oligomer
production. Indeed, the reactivity in the particulate phase
that leads to the consumption of dissolved organic species
it restituted by an increase in the value of their effective partitioning coefficient, according to Eq. (1). As a consequence,
oligomerization is treated here as a fully reversible process.
Furthermore, this approach does not require any new model
species to represent the aqueous oligomers. This is why it
is necessary to perform two types of simulations to estimate
the effect of the oligomerization process: a reference case –
called hereafter REF – and a scenario case (KPH). The differences in the pBiA0D concentration fields between the two
simulations represent aqueous oligomerization in the KPH
approach:
[Oligomers] = [pBiA0D]KPH − [pBiA0D]REF .

(2)

To implement this approach in the model and ensure the
robustness of the modified partitioning constant value, it
was necessary to adequately account for the acidity of
the deliquescent particles. The particle pH is calculated in
CHIMERE by an online coupling with the ISORROPIA
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/

2.3

Module implementation

As mentioned in the previous section, isoprene oxidation
products could not be considered as oligomer precursors in
the pH-dependent approach, due to the absence of structural information on these species in the gaseous chemical
scheme. A refined chemical scheme for isoprene oxidation
in CHIMERE is under development (Couvidat and Seigneur,
2011) and will be included later in the model. Pending this
future model development, we focus here on a comparative evaluation of oligomerization of monoterpene oxidation
products using the two parameterizations described above.
Nevertheless, the absence of molecular structure allocation
for ISOPA1 and ISOPA2 (model oxidation products of isoprene) is not a limiting factor for the kinetic approach. Thus,
considerations for the relative importance of kinetic oligomer
production from monoterpenes and isoprene will be presented in Sect. 3.
One important issue in SOA production is the influence
of the gas-particle partition of semi-volatile species on the
final model results, whether under dry or wet conditions.
However, since this work focuses on the reactivity of hydrophilic compounds, we specifically addressed the issue of
Henry’s constant values, KH . By affecting the fraction of the
semi-volatile species that partition into the aqueous phase,
this constant directly impacts the quantitative production of
the organic aerosol fraction. Furthermore, the reliability of
KH values is known to be low for complex compounds of
atmospheric interest, especially for highly soluble species
(Raventos-Duran et al., 2010). In order to observe the effect
of refining these values in the different approaches, we ran
the model with different sets of KH values. To that end, the
group contribution method of Suzuki et al. (1992) that is used
by default in CHIMERE to produce KH values at 298 K was
replaced by the GROMHE group contribution approach. This
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Table 1. Properties of the biogenic hydrophilic and hydrophobic surrogate SOA species used in the simulations conducted with the
CHIMERE model.
Surrogate
species

Molecular
structure

BiA0D
BiA1D
BiA2D
BiBmP

Pinonaldehyde
Norpinic acid
Pinic acid
C15 oxo aldehyde

Molar mass
(g mol−1 )

Henry’s law constanta
(Matm−1 at 298 K)

Saturation vapor
pressureb (atm)

168
170
186
236

4.97 × 104
6.85 × 108
6.03 × 108
10−2

3.55 × 10−7
2.86 × 10−10
1.88 × 10−10
3.97 × 10−9

Considered
in KINc

Considered
in KPHc

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No

a The Henry’s law constants are calculated with the group contribution approach, GROMHE. b Pun et al. (2006). c Surrogate undergoing oligomerization.

method was developed by Raventos-Duran et al. (2010). It is
based on the molecular structure and was shown to be more
reliable than the standard methods for the complex organic
compounds of atmospheric interest. In this context, an issue
that must be addressed is that of the ideality of aqueous solutions. Indeed, due to the presence of inorganic salts at high
concentrations, it is highly probable that the aqueous aerosol
phase is non-ideal, which may affect Henry’s law constants
by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. This phenomenon can be
taken into account using Setschenow coefficients (Wang et
al., 2015). However, figuring out the existing uncertainty on
the aerosol aqueous-phase composition, and the fact that the
uncertainty in the estimation of Henry’s law constants using
the group contribution approach may be about at least 1 order
of magnitude (Raventos-Duran et al., 2010), we have considered that the correction brought by Setschenow coefficients
would have a second-order effect, most probably poorly controlled due to the lack of accuracy on the aqueous-phase description and the margin of uncertainty on the coefficients
themselves. This is why we did not include a non-ideality
correction in the KH evaluation process. In any case, the sensitivity tests that we conducted during these works will allow
us to assess the necessary degree of sophistication on Henry’s
law constant values, and to identify areas for improvement.
By default, the molecular structure selected for BiA0D
in CHIMERE is that of pinonaldehyde, a 10-carbon-atom
molecule with an oxo group and an aldehyde group, while
BiA1D and BiA2D are respectively based on norpinic acid
(9-carbon-atom molecule with a carboxy group and an oxo
group) and on pinic acid (9-carbon-atom molecule with two
carboxy groups). Table 1 summarizes the default structure
properties and molar masses, as well as the partitioning and
saturation pressure characteristics used in CHIMERE for the
three hydrophilic surrogates that lead to oligomer production
from monoterpenes.
In order to evaluate the importance of considering a given
molecular structure for each of these surrogate species, we
computed different KH values for them, corresponding to
the different molecular structures they implicitly account for.
The importance of investigating KH values for our study is
demonstrated in Sect. 3.1.1. Then, following the discussion
of the results of the standard oligomerization approaches, we

Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

will discuss the results of additional oligomerization simulations conducted using a range of possible KH values. These
sensitivity tests are presented in detail in Sect. 3.2.
3

Results

3.1
3.1.1

Model approaches for oligomer formation
Precursor partitioning in the reference case

In order to examine the gas-particle partition of the model
surrogates, we report in Fig. 2 the average concentration
fields of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surrogates simulated by CHIMERE in the reference case for the period
20 July–3 August 2006. This figure indicates that BiA1D
is the highest hydrophilic contributor to the organic aerosol
mass concentration, while BiA0D remains quasi-exclusively
in the gas phase. However, among the monoterpene surrogates, the hydrophobic species BiBmP is the largest contributor to the organic aerosol mass concentration. On average, hydrophilic and hydrophobic species account for 25 and
75 % of this organic aerosol mass concentration, respectively.
As the impact of the KH partitioning constant value is
likely to be important for the formation of oligomers, we focused on gaseous hydrophilic species and on the processes
governing their transfer toward the particulate phase. To that
end, we analyzed two different situations. In the first one, the
aerosol is treated as a deliquescent aerosol where the distribution of the hydrophilic species between the gas and the condensed phases is driven by Henry’s law. In the second one,
we consider a dry aerosol where the partition of hydrophilic
species is driven by Raoult’s law.
For the deliquescent aerosol situation, we calculated the
partitioning coefficient as described by Mouchel-Vallon et
al. (2013), where the fraction of the surrogate species in the
aqueous phase is obtained as follows:

−1
1
Cai
= 1+
.
ξ = i
Ca + Cgi
Hi RT L
i

(3)
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for the mean organic aerosol molar mass (set to 250 g mol−1
based on Robinson et al., 2007), COA represents the total organic aerosol mass concentration (µg m−3 ) and Pvap is the
saturation vapor pressure (atm) and considering an ideal mixture.


MW Pvap 6 −1
Cai
i
= 1+
10
(4)
ξ = i
Ca + Cgi
COA RT
Figure 3 illustrates the gas-particle partition of the three
semi-volatile compounds considered in our work for the two
distinct situations. The fraction of the compound present in
the particulate phase (represented by ξi values) is plotted as
a function of KH for a deliquescent aerosol under typical atmospheric liquid water content situations (upper graph), and
as a function of Pvap in the case of a dry organic aerosol with
COA ranging from low (0.1 µg m−3 ) to high (10 µg m−3 ) atmospheric concentrations (lower graph). This figure shows
how the magnitude of the condensation process increases
with the KH value (Fig. 3a) and decreases with the saturation vapor pressure (Fig. 3b). To analyze these results, each
graph can be split into three parts.
For deliquescent aerosols:
– When the Henry’s law constant value is lower than
107 Matm−1 (part I) or greater than 1013 Matm−1
(part III), considering the selected range of LWC values, the equilibrium is either in favor of the gas phase
(part I, not significantly present in the aqueous phase)
or in favor of the particulate phase (part III, highly soluble compounds), respectively.
– For intermediate KH values (part II), the mass of the
semi-volatile species is shared between the two phases.
In this area, partitioning towards the aqueous phase is
an increasing function of LWC values.

Figure 2. Mass concentration fields of BiA0D (a, b), BiA1D (c,
d), BiA2D (e, f) and BiBmP (g, h) in the gas (left) and particulate
(right) phases, modeled by CHIMERE and averaged over 20 July–
3 August 2006.

In this equation, Cai and Cgi represent (in µg m−3 ) the concentration of species i in the particulate and gas phases, respectively; Hi is the Henry’s law constant (in Matm−1 ); R is
the ideal gas law constant; T is the temperature; and L is the
liquid water content (LWC) of the aerosol (in cm3 liquid water per cm3 air). We set the liquid water content value within
the 10−11 –10−12 range of values proposed by Engelhart et
al. (2011) for a deliquescent aerosol.
For a dry aerosol we used an equation similar to Eq. (3),
which has been shown to apply equally to the organic compounds that condense into an organic phase (Eq. 4) (e.g.,
Donahue et al., 2009; Valorso et al., 2011). There, Mw stands
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/

Similarly, for dry aerosols:
– The partition is completely in favor of the aerosol phase
(low volatility compounds – part 1) or towards the gas
phase (volatile compounds – part 3) whether the COA
for saturation vapor pressures are lower than 10−13 atm
or greater than 10−6 atm, respectively.
– For intermediate values (part 2, shaded area), partitioning towards the condensed phase increases with increasing COA .
The main conclusions that can be drawn from these graphs
are the following. First, over this set of atmospheric situations, and whatever the nature of the aerosol – BiA0D never
contributes significantly to OA formation. Indeed, ξBiA0D
values reach a maximum of 0.3 % in the most favorable combination (dry aerosol, COA = 10 µg m−3 ). Second, ξBiA1D
and ξBiA2D values respectively range from 1.7 to 14.4 % and
from 1.5 to 12.9 % for a deliquescent aerosol, and span the
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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gard to the effective solubility of the surrogates – being likely
to strongly enhance the oligomer production efficiency when
the aerosol is deliquescent and when the residual gas fraction
of the surrogate is not negligible. A species such as BiA0D,
which currently remains mostly gaseous in the standard version of the model, may thus be particularly sensitive to the
reference value of its Henry’s law partitioning constant.
It is thus important to determine how uncertainties in the
KH value influence the results and efficiency of the two
oligomer production approaches. For this purpose, we conducted sensitivity tests to the refinement of the most uncertain KH values, taking into account the structure of the model
species and of its components.
3.1.2

Figure 3. Particulate fraction as a function of Henry’s law constant (a) and as a function of saturation vapor pressure (b). The
partition of each surrogate is represented by the colored dots for
different conditions of organic aerosol mass concentration. Shaded
areas represent the range of typical atmospheric condition.

3.3–77.4 % and the 4.9–83.9 % ranges in the presence of a
dry aerosol. Thus, BiA1D and BiA2D are likely to sweep
a wide range of partitioning states in the presence of a dry
aerosol, while their KH value are too low to account for a
substantial transfer to the aqueous aerosol phase in the presence of a deliquescent aerosol. One should note, however,
that in the dry aerosol model (Eq. 4), the activity coefficients
are assumed to be unity; in other words, one does not account
for interactions among organic species. Since hydrophobic
and hydrophilic species have significantly different molecular structures, one could anticipate that including the activity
coefficients in the model would reduce the absorption of the
hydrophilic species in the hydrophobic organic phase or even
lead to the formation of a separate organic phase (Couvidat
and Sartelet, 2015). Therefore, the values given for the partition of hydrophilic aerosol should be seen as upper limits.
Considering those two elements, KH appears to be an influential parameter for BiA∗ D species, its modulation – with reGeosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

Oligomer production from the oxidation of
monoterpenes

CHIMERE simulations were launched in the reference, KIN,
and KPH configurations (both modes) for the two periods of interest defined above. The quantitative differences
in the concentrations of the simulated biogenic oligomers,
as well as their spatial and temporal features, were investigated. As mentioned previously, we focused on the
comparison between the BiOLG (KIN approach) and the
pBiA0DKPH – REFERENCE (KPH approaches) concentration
fields.
Figure 4 presents the oligomer daily concentration maxima simulated by CHIMERE from the oxidation of monoterpenes for both parameterizations and for 1 representative day
of the simulated period. It highlights large differences in the
oligomer concentration fields produced in each approach,
both in terms of intensity and spatial distribution. Indeed we
can see that, using the KIN approach, the highest oligomer
concentrations reach about 0.80 µg m−3 over southeastern
Europe (Fig. 4a) while in both KPH configurations the peak
values are highly localized (not necessary in the same areas according to the mode used) and may exceed 1 µg m−3
(Fig. 4b and c), with local peaks around 1.50 µg m−3 (not
visible on the color scale). The same divergences between the
KIN and the KPH model configurations are observed for every day of the summer period, with daily concentration maxima spanning the 0.30–1 µg m−3 and the 0.80–2.50 µg m−3
ranges, respectively. In terms of hourly peaks, we can learn
from the KPH results that there are areas of high gaseous
precursor concentrations where BiA0D solubility is (at least
transiently) strongly enhanced by local reductions in pH. According to Fig. 3 the decline in pH has to be greater than 3
or 4 units, with regard to the reference value of 6, so as to
increase the BiA0D partitioning constant by several orders
of magnitude and allow the massive transfer of the species to
the particulate phase. Such conditions appear to be met off
the eastern Italian and notably over well-delimited forested
continental areas of northern Spain. From the elevated peak
values, it seems likely that the formation of oligomers proceeds by rapid changes in the BiA0D partitioning. In return,
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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Figure 4. Oligomer daily maxima modeled with the two modeling approaches, using three different CHIMERE configurations for oligomer
formation: KIN (a), KPH deliquescent (b) and KPH metastable (c) for 24 July 2006.

the inhomogeneity of oligomer concentration fields suggests
a recurring evaporation of the particulate aerosol component
in the deliquescent mode and/or the instability of low pH
values. As for the KIN approach, we can see that the time
required for the kinetic process, as well as the irreversible
nature of the coded process, allows for the presence of large
regional oligomer plumes with smooth concentration gradients, as well as the presence of significant numbers of this
species over the entire domain.
When averaging our results over the whole summer period, we observe no significant change in the location of
high oligomer concentrations, though concentration values
are logically lower than hourly peaks, and concentration
fields show smoother gradients (Fig. 5). However what is
interesting is that the quantitative trends differ from those
predicted previously. Indeed, the KIN parameterization produces the highest average oligomer concentrations that range
from 0.1 to 0.4 µg m−3 over most of the simulation domain.
This approach forms well-mixed secondary plumes similar
to those of other long-lived atmospheric oxidants such as
ozone, with maxima over central Europe and Mediterranean
areas. On the contrary, KPH oligomers only slightly exceed
0.1 µg m−3 (in both deliquescent and metastable modes), except over small regions of the Adriatic Sea and over northern
Spain areas where they reach a value 0.3 µg m−3 in the deliquescent mode. It is noticeable that, due to the persistence
of an aqueous phase, the metastable mode produces higher
oligomer concentrations over the entire domain. However,
the difference remains moderate in terms of absolute mass
concentration. This feature confirms the lack of oligomer
mass accumulation in the KPH approach that was observed
in the spatial analysis of hourly maps. It indicates that, beyond the question of relative humidity, favorable conditions
for oligomers production in the KPH approach are not often
met along time. The conditions of the process reversibility
thus have to be more precisely identified and understood, for
both modes of this approach.
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3.1.3

Driving parameters of both approaches

We explored these differences in order to identify the parameters driving production, transport and decomposition of
oligomers over continental areas for both approaches. First,
the parameters describing the aerosol properties together
with the BiA0D partition were plotted over the domain and
analyzed for a given time step of the simulation. Then we investigated the temporal evolution of the BiA0D partition and
oligomer formation at one grid point of the domain in the
three CHIMERE configurations.
Figure 6 presents the nature (humid or dry) and the pH
of the aerosol simulated over Europe for 24 July 2006 at
05:00 UTC, in relation to BiA0D concentration fields. The
similarity of the aerosol type (dry or humid, Fig. 6a) determined by ISORROPIA and of the oligomer concentration
fields (Fig. 6d) indicates that the existence of a deliquescent aerosol is not ensured in all grid cells and proves to
be a discriminatory parameter for oligomer production in the
simulations. Figure 6 also emphasizes the role of pH in this
process. In northern Spain, significant oligomer formation is
observed in the presence of both a wet aerosol and a very
acidic aqueous phase (pH around 2.5), although this is not
a region where the concentrations of BiA0D are high. On
the contrary, over Great Britain, where there is no significant oligomer formation, CHIMERE predicts the presence
of a deliquescent aerosol, low gaseous BiA0D concentrations and a pH value around 4. These results place the pH
threshold for a significant oligomer production from BiA0D
at a value comprised between 3 and 4. Our previous calculations indicate that the fraction of BiA0D in the aerosol
phase remains lower than 1 % for a pH of 4, but reaches up
to 6–39 % for a pH of 3, considering a LWC in the 10−11
to 10−12 range (cm3 water cm−3 ). This exponential relationship supports the local formation of high oligomers concentration peaks in Fig. 6d, with regards to the conditions shown
in Fig. 6a and b. Clearly, although the presence of the precursor is the first requirement for oligomer production, it is not a
determining parameter of the structure of oligomer concentration fields. As the modeled pH strongly impacts the rate
and the intensity of oligomer formation, its robustness was
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Figure 5. Average modeled oligomer concentration fields from monoterpenes in the KIN (a) and KPH configurations considering both
deliquescent (b) and metastable mode (c) for the period of 20 July–3 August 2006.

Figure 6. CHIMERE results for 24 July 2006 at 05:00 UTC: nature
(humid or dry) of the aerosol (a), pH of the aqueous phase (b);
BiA0D precursor concentration fields in the gas phase for the
reference simulation (µg m−3 ) (c) and oligomer concentrations
(µg m−3 ) (d) obtained with the KPH approach.

questioned. Although no direct measurements of the pH of
the aerosol have been realized yet, our calculations are consistent with previous experimental studies reporting strongly
acidic fine particles (Ludwig and Klemm, 1990; Herrmann,
2003; Keene et al., 2004). Our results are also consistent with
the work of Xue et al. (2011), which is based on chemical
composition and meteorological data collected at a suburban
site in Hong Kong and which estimated the aerosol pH to
range between −1.87 and 3.12. Despite the uncertainty that
cannot be fully removed on the modeled pH value, we did not
consider necessary to run other assessment methods, on the
basis of the recent works of Henningan et al. (2015), who affirm that thermodynamic models like ISORROPIA are more
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

adapted to estimate the aerosol pH than proxy methods such
as the ones using ion balance and ratios.
In order to address the temporal variation of the aerosol
properties related to oligomer formation, concentration time
series for BiA0D (reference simulation – blue line) and for
oligomers (KIN approach – red line, KPH approach – green
line for the deliquescent mode, black line for the metastable
mode) have been plotted in Fig. 7 for a given grid cell in
northern Spain for the period from 20 to 24 July.
In the KIN approach, BiOLG progressively accumulates in
the air mass and shows a smoothed concentration curve along
time. Furthermore, oligomer concentrations are not strongly
correlated with the presence of gaseous precursors due to
the time required for the kinetic formation process. In the
KPH approach, oligomer concentrations are highly variable,
showing intense peaks that alternate with periods of nearzero content in the particle phase. It is noted that the black
curve (KPH, metastable mode) presents high values on 22
and 23 July that are not observed for the results of the deliquescent mode. These events are neither correlated with a
specific origin of the air mass (analysis not shown here) nor
with a given BiA0D concentration threshold, but both take
place during shaded periods and can therefore be attributed to
the limiting effect of a dry aerosol in the deliquescent mode.
However, from the co-variability of pBiA0D concentrations
in shaded and non-shaded areas, it appears that the existence
of a deliquescent aerosol is not the only driving parameter
of this formation/evaporation cycle. Indeed, sharp decreases
in the particulate fraction of BiA0D are simultaneously observed whatever the aerosol physic state (see 21–22 and
24 July for instance), which implies that pH variability also
plays a decisive role in the calculations, during a large part of
the day. During these periods, the pH value was indeed comprised between 4 and 6, thus being the principal limitation
for BiA0D storage in the particulate phase. Thereby, whatever the selected mode (deliquescent or metastable), there is
no continental transport of oligomers due to fast and quantitative release processes. It results in the simulation of short
duration peaks, accounting for local production from emissions.
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Figure 7. Time series of BiA0D concentrations (ppb) in the reference simulation (blue line), the KIN (red line) oligomer concentrations
(µg m−3 ), and the KPH oligomer concentrations (µg m−3 ) in the deliquescent mode (green line) and in the metastable mode (black line), as
simulated with CHIMERE for the 20–24 July 2006 period in northern Spain. The shaded areas correspond to the presence of a dry aerosol
in the deliquescent configuration.

Finally, Fig. 7 reveals the recurrent loss of particulate
BiA0D in northern Spain during the period of study, mostly
during daytime periods. It shows an average duration of 2 to
6 h for the oligomer peak events, which is quite short in view
of the time required for pollutant mixing and transport in the
troposphere. Therefore, these local phenomena cannot affect
PM mixing ratios over large areas and for extended time periods. As the transfer of BiA0D to the gas phase from the
aerosol is frequent and total in the KPH approach, its consistency has to be considered. This process appears to be highly
dependent both on the pH variability – which has been poorly
measured up to now – and on the KH change (from Eq. 1) required to significantly alter the partition of BiA0D between
the two phases. That is, the choice of the reference KH value
may be of primary importance. Such findings question the
relevance of simulating a low-constrained reversibility for
the formation of oligomers in 3-D models.
From these results, three key points can be inferred. First,
the structure of oligomer concentration fields is driven both
by the kinetic constant rate and by average pBiA∗ D concentrations in the KIN approach, while it mainly depends on
the physical and chemical aerosol properties in the KPH approach. In that latter approach, the formation of large quantities of oligomers appears to be conditional on the presence
of a deliquescent aerosol and of strong acidity, sufficient initial particulate material, and possibly high radical levels for
the oxidation of biogenic VOCs. However, most of the differences between this equilibrium approach and the kinetic
one may be reduced by considering a greater stability (better
constrained reversibility) in the pH-dependent oligomerization process. The relevance of taking this into consideration
in 3-D models will be discussed in the last part of this article. Second, the total mass of simulated oligomers, as well
as their participation in the organic fraction of the aerosol,
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is clearly specific to the adopted approach. This is quantitatively described in Sect. 3.1.4. Finally, we have shown that
the default solubility to BiA0D is a determining element of
the model results in the KPH approach. As it affects the default quantities of BiA0D (and other oligomer precursors) in
the aerosol, it may also play a major role in the results of the
KIN approach. As the allocation of this parameter is quite
uncertain, the sensitivity of the model results to KH will be
investigated in Sect. 3.2.
3.1.4

Oligomer to organic aerosol ratio in summer

In a second step, we estimated the contribution of the modeled oligomers to the biogenic secondary organic aerosol
(BSOA) budget. For this analysis, we first considered the
ratio of oligomers arising from monoterpenes only to the
so-called BSOAterp (fraction of SOA induced by both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic species from monoterpenes,
Fig. 8) and then, using the KIN approach only, all biogenic
(isoprene included) oligomers (Fig. 9) and total BSOA.
When considering monoterpenes as the only oligomer precursors, the implementation of a kinetic approach (Fig. 8a
and b) results in a significant increase (+1–2 µg m−3 ) of the
average OA mass concentration inside the plume. Although
the general structure of the plumes is not changed, the kinetic production of oligomers leads to the presence of significant BSOAterp values over an area that is much broader than
in the reference case. On the opposite, the KPH approach
in deliquescent mode (Fig. 8c) does not modify the average
mass concentration and spatial distribution of BSOAterp . The
same conclusion can be drawn from the metastable version
of KPH (not shown here). In terms of ratios, the OA fraction that remains under the form of oligomers (Fig. 8d and e,
representing pOLG to BSOAterp ratio) represents 20 to 50 %
of the organic aerosol mass originating in monoterpenes over
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Figure 8. Modeled average BSOA concentration from monoterpenes simulated in the reference case (left), from the KIN approach (center)
and from the KPH approach in the metastable mode (right) for the period 20 July–3 August 2006. Lower graph: contribution of oligomers to
BSOAterp .

Figure 9. Modeled average BSOA concentration from isoprene
and monoterpenes in the reference case (a) and from the KIN approach (b) for the period 20 July–3 August 2006.

all the continental areas in the KIN approach. It is due to the
stabilization of a very large proportion of biogenic organic
species in the condensed phase under the form of oligomers.
However, extreme values of this ratio are simulated over marine areas (see the purple color, meaning that approximately
80 % of BSOAterp is under the form of oligomers). This phenomenon can be explained by a combination of two factors.
First, irreversible and continuous oligomer formation is the
only possible chemical evolution pathway for condensed biogenic species in this version of the model. Second, in our
model, marine areas are very little influenced by fresh organic emissions, which tend to favor the omnipresence of an
aged OA over the sea. This is probably wrong, as high contributions of primary organic matter to the marine aerosol were
predicted. However, they are not taken into account in our
simulations (Ovadnevaite et al., 2011). Furthermore, such a
high degree of OA conversion to oligomers has never been
reported in the literature. Although it is limited on that point,
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

it may be partly unrealistic to simulate a single fate for all
biogenic organics present in the particulate phase. Despite
this statement, the absolute OA concentration simulated over
the sea remains low (< 0.2 µg m−3 ), thereby limiting the impact of this potential bias in the model. With regard to KPH
simulations, the model indicates (as expected) a very low average contribution of oligomers to the mass of BSOAterp over
continental areas, except in the north of Spain – where the
contribution of oligomers represents 10 to 20 % of the SOA
mass concentration – and over marine areas where it sometimes exceeds 40 %. Over continental areas, the oligomer
fraction is shown to be insignificant because of the frequent
reversal of the formation process due to wide pH variations
(see above).
Isoprene oxidation products are a major contributor
(around 50 % in our simulations) to the total SOA mass.
Therefore, when their potential for oligomerization is considered in KIN, they significantly contribute to this aged organic fraction. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 9, when isoprene surrogates are included in the OA aging process, the
average BSOA mass fraction increases by 2 to 4 µg m−3 over
the entire eastern and southern areas of our domain. In these
areas, its total concentrations reach 3 to 6 µg m−3 . The largest
increases are obtained over Italy, as well as over the Mediterranean and Adriatic seas, where the recirculation of continental air masses possibly favors air mass aging under low
dispersion conditions.
These results highlight the importance of closer identifying the oxidation products of the main atmospheric biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs), as well as their
structure and reactivity. In particular, questions still arise
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about the way the evolution of condensed isoprene derivatives should be represented. Indeed, the assumption of Carlton et al. (2010), which states that the formation of oligomers
is driven by a same first-order rate constant whatever the oxidation products, is questionable. First, because this parameterization derives from the evolution of cyclic compounds in
chamber experiments, which is the case for α- and β-pinene,
the two most common monoterpenes, but not for isoprene
and its derivatives. The oxidation of isoprene by hydroxyl
radicals leads to the formation of methyl vinyl ketone and
methacrolein (Pandis et al., 1991, Paulot et al., 2009), which
in turn produces tetrols and methylglyceric acid (Claeys et
al., 2004; Surratt et al., 2006; Kleindienst et al., 2009) that
are aliphatic compounds. Although oligomer formation from
the oxidation of isoprene has been shown to occur in smog
chambers (e.g., Sato et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2011a, b; Liu
et al., 2012a; Tan et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014), the oligomer
formation process is likely to differ significantly from that
from aromatics as measured by Kalberer et al. (2004). Second, since this kinetic constant only stands for an average
reactivity, Kalberer et al. (2004), during their experiments,
could only observe the fact that 50 % of the total organic
mass was conversed to oligomer-like species. Such results
cannot establish whether all aromatic compounds have undergone oligomerization following the same pathway or if
its evolution was only attributable to a specific set of compounds. Applying this parameterization to a large set of biogenic species may cause an incorrect assessment of the contribution of oligomers to the total SOA budget.
3.1.5

Comparisons of KIN and KPH approaches with
measurements

As mentioned above, no direct measurement of the oligomer
fraction of SOA is available at ground-based measurement
stations. However, we can assess the role of oligomer formation processes in improving model–measurement comparisons, knowing that the organic fraction of atmospheric
aerosols is usually underestimated by models (Heald et
al., 2011). In this section, we present the comparison of
CHIMERE organic carbon (OC) mass concentration in the
PM10 fraction of aerosols, obtained with four different model
configurations (REF, KIN and KPH in both modes) with
measurements obtained at two EMEP background sites: the
rural stations of Harwell in the United Kingdom (100 km
west of London) and Melpitz in eastern Germany (150 km
south of Berlin). Figure 10 presents these comparisons for
the period 20 July–3 August 2006, the statistical data (mean
bias, MB, normalized mean bias, NMB, root mean square error, RMSE, normalized root mean square error, NRMSE, and
correlation coefficient, R) being given in Table 2.
Globally, whatever the configuration, the modeled OC is
severely underestimated at both stations. Nevertheless, the
KIN approach provides an increase in the OC mass concentration of about 1 µg m−3 , which reduces significantly
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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Figure 10. Comparisons of OC measurements (circles) with simulated OC in PM10 obtained in the reference simulation (blue), using
the kinetic approach configuration (red), and using both KPH approaches – either in deliquescent or metastable mode (green and
dark-green curves, respectively) at the Harwell (UK, top) and Melpitz (Germany, bottom) sites during the month of July 2006.

the gap between model and measurements, both at Harwell
and Melpitz sites. According to Table 2, the mean bias is
reduced from −1.10 to −0.82 µg m−3 (Harwell) and from
−2.71 to −1.82 µg m−3 (Melpitz) compared with the reference simulation, but the correlation coefficient remains the
same (around 0.5 and 0.7, respectively). This is due to the
fact that the impact of the kinetic-dependent production of
oligomers is quite little time-dependent and thus does not allow for the restitution of the peaks observed along the period and missed by CHIMERE in its reference configuration.
Thus, this approach rather provides an increase in the OC
background level and does not position oligomers as likely
to account for the short-time variability of OC in summer.
This result highlights the importance of ensuring the consistency of the process kinetics, and intensity (which is KH dependant).
The pH-dependent approaches have shown to cause a fast
and intense production of oligomers that may induce such
a short-time variability in the SOA fraction of the aerosol.
Here, though, there is no quantitative impact of this process on the OC mass concentration level all along the period, whatever the site. Such results could be expected in
the deliquescent configuration, since we concluded that the
simulated relative humidity was too low to permit the transport of oligomers over long distances. But it appears that the
metastable mode, which promotes oligomer persistence and
its transport in the atmosphere, also does not significantly impact the organic carbon concentration at those sites. One possible explanation for the lack of effects is the non-inclusion
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Table 2. Statistical results for organic carbon (OC) simulation (reference, KIN approach, KPH deliquescent and metastable approaches).
OC (µg m−3 )

MB

NMB (%)

RMSE

NRMSE (%)

R

1.33
1.11
1.32
1.32

94.2
78.6
93.5
93.1

0.53
0.53
0.52
0.53

3.00
2.11
2.97
2.93

83.6
59.2
83.3
82.2

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.72

GB36 – Harwell
REF
KIN
KPH-deliquescent aerosol
KPH-metastable aerosol

−1.10
−0.82
−1.09
−1.08

−77.7
−57.8
−76.8
−76.4

DE44 – Melpitz
REF
KIN
KPH-deliquescent aerosol
KPH-metastable aerosol

−2.71
−1.82
−2.70
−2.67

of isoprene as an oligomer precursor in the KPH simulations, especially because the analysis of the model output
reveals that 60 to 70 % of KIN oligomers derived from isoprene at both stations. However, the conditions in which the
KPH simulation was launched, and mainly the KH value used
for the BiA0D species in conjunction with the variability of
the aerosol pH, could also account for the low production of
oligomers in remote continental areas of Europe.
The sensitivity of oligomer parameterizations to the KH
input parameters is investigated in the next paragraph.
3.2

Sensitivity to the KH value

From the model results presented in Figs. 4 to 7, we found
that the amplitude of oligomer formation was potentially
strongly dependent on the reference KH value of BiA0D,
whatever approach is taken. Yet, the solubility of Bia0D
has to be considered as an uncertain parameter. First because Bia0D accounts for 11 monoterpenes oxidation products, which partition differently and may be poorly approximated via a unique KH value. Second, it is recognized that,
regardless of the group contribution approach used, uncertainties in the estimation of KH grow when solubility exceeds
104 Matm−1 , due to a lack of experimental measurements
(Raventos-Duran et al., 2010). This is an important issue as
all 11 species represented by pinonaldehyde all have a solubility greater than that of pinonaldehyde itself (KH = 4.97 ×
104 Matm−1 ). This is notably the case of hydroxypinonaldehyde (KH = 3.26 × 107 Matm−1 ), ketolimonoaldehyde
(KH = 1.7×108 Matm−1 ) or 2-hydroxy-3-iso-propyl-6-oxoheptanal (KH = 2.5×106 Matm−1 ). Consequently, it appears
warranted to consider the possibility for the BiA0D Henry’s
law constant to vary by several orders of magnitude. Thus, in
order to evaluate the robustness of each approach to this input parameter, sensitivity tests to the solubility of the BiA0D
species were conducted with CHIMERE.
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3.2.1

Influence on the surrogate partitioning properties

In view of surrogate properties presented in Fig. 3a, our
sensitivity study focused on the transition area, that is the
4 × 108 –4 × 109 Matm−1 range of KH , which allows for
accounting for the solubility of all the potential oxidation
products mentioned before, while providing estimates of the
impact of correcting the global BiA0D KH value. In this
range, we considered three specific KH values for BiA0D
(4.97×104 , 4×108 and 4×109 Matm−1 ). Before conducting
the sensitivity tests in CHIMERE, we evaluated the influence
of KH on the partitioning coefficient of BiA0D, using the
same graphs as in Sect. 2, over the whole range of possible
pH values and with a liquid water content of 10−11 cm3 water cm−3 . The results are presented in Fig. 11. The reference
value (KH = 4.97×104 Matm−1 , black curve of Fig. 11) corresponds to the left part of Fig. 3a, that is a quite null value
of the partitioning coefficient. Here, we can see that only an
acidic aqueous phase (pH < 4) allows for the quantitative formation of oligomers. When increasing KH to a value in the
4 × 108 to 4 × 109 Matm−1 range, we enter the second area
of Fig. 3a, where the particulate fraction of BiA0D becomes
significant for a LWC of 10−11 cm3 water cm−3 . There, a
significant formation of SOA takes place from neutral conditions with 10 to 52 % of BiA0D being in the condensed
phase, depending on the KH value. For a pH of 5, particulate
fraction reaches 48 and 90 % in favor of the aerosol phase, for
KH = 4×108 and 4×109 Matm−1 , respectively. However, in
this transition area, the partition of the surrogate species remains strongly influenced by the liquid water content. Such
results underline the threshold condensation phenomenon for
this range of KH values. Also, such a sensitivity of BiA0D
solubility to the KH value may have important consequences
for the results of the KPH approach (whatever the mode considered). Indeed, considering the highest KH value instead
of the standard one, at pH = 6, in the reference simulations,
causes the reference particulate fraction of BiA0D to increase
from 0 to 52 % (with LWC = 10−11 cm3 water cm−3 ). The
www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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Figure 11. Evolution of the particulate fraction of a given species
as a function of H+ concentration according to the Eq. (1), for three
different values of its Henry’s law constant KH = [4.97 × 104 ; 4 ×
108 ; 4 × 109 Matm−1 ] at a LWC of 10−11 cm3 water cm−3 .

impact of implementing a pH-dependent approach will thus
be lower and the resulting speciation of the OA material will
show a much lesser proportion of oligomers.
3.2.2

Impact on the simulated oligomer concentration
fields

The sensitivity tests were launched with CHIMERE in the
reference, KIN and KPH configurations (in both deliquescent
and metastable modes) using each time a different KH value,
as mentioned in the previous section. The average simulated
oligomer concentrations fields are shown in Fig. 12 for the
KIN (left), KPH deliquescent (center) and KPH metastable
(right) approaches.
In the KIN approach, we observe that an increase in the
value of the Henry’s law constant value (from top to bottom, left column) induces an increase in average simulated
oligomer concentrations, due to the low solubility of the
BiA0D species in the standard configuration, which was
identified as a limiting parameter for the kinetic production
of oligomer in the condensed phase. However, this dependency is nonlinear. The increase of KH by almost 4 orders
of magnitude (from 4.97 × 104 to 4 × 108 Matm−1 ) induces
approximately the same response as a further increase by 1
order of magnitude (from 4 × 108 to 4 × 109 Matm−1 ), i.e.,
+0.1 to +0.2 µg m−3 over Italy and the Adriatic Sea in each
case. Clearly, there is a low effect of KH variability under a
threshold located around 108 –109 Matm−1 in the simulated
atmospheric conditions
The interpretation of the model behavior is more complex
in the KPH configuration. As stated above, the KPH parameterization affects the partition between the gas and particulate phases, and oligomer concentrations are accounted for
by an increment in the quantities of the condensed surrowww.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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gate BiA0D. For the deliquescent mode, when KH is set
to 4 × 108 Matm−1 (Fig. 12e), oligomer concentrations increase over continental areas by 0.1 to 0.2 µg m−3 on the
average, compared with the simulation using the standard
KH value (Fig. 12b). Indeed, as the solubility of Bia0D becomes higher, the decrease in pH required to form particulate material is reduced. Thus, even for pH values around
4–5, the partitioning of BiA0D towards the aerosol phase
is favored. In this configuration, the oligomer maxima are
located over the continent and not over the Adriatic, which
means that the spatial and temporal evolution of SOA is substantially modified by the choice of the default KH value.
When shifting again the KH value by 1 order of magnitude
(4 × 109 Matm−1 ; Fig. 12h), we observe a decrease in the
oligomer concentrations compared with Fig. 12e. This result illustrates the fact that, in this configuration, the default
BiA0D partition is much in favor of the particulate phase, and
that there is no significant effect of further increasing the KH
value through Eq. (1). However, in these three simulations,
the total SOA mass from hydrophilic biogenic species (not
shown, corresponding to pBiA0D dissolved by default + the
incremental fraction due to the effect of Eq. 1 on KH ) increases from the low to the high KH value scenario. With
regard to the metastable mode, the absolute increase in the
oligomer concentration due to acidity is significantly higher
than in the deliquescent mode (see the concentration scale)
due to the fact that, in this configuration, there is no parameter (such as relative humidity, RH) able to set the quantity of
oligomer present in the condensed phase back to zero. There,
as for the deliquescent mode, the spatial and temporal features of oligomer production are profoundly altered by the
assignation of the BiA0D KH value. Knowing the complex
composition of this surrogate species, it is a major difficulty
in the implementation of the KPH approach.
Finally, whatever the choice of BiA0D solubility, the location and the spatial extent of oligomer formation remain different in the three configurations of CHIMERE. While the kinetic production of oligomer species leads to a diffuse plume
with maximum values in the Mediterranean and over southern Europe, while the highest concentrations are observed
over forested areas of central Europe – thus closer to biogenic sources – in the KPH approaches where instantaneous
oligomer production is simulated. This result draws our attention to the impact of the oligomer formation rate on the
distribution of SOA in continental plumes, especially considering the diversity of relevant SOA precursors in the BiA0D
species. Finally, it is worth noting, however, that the high KH
scenario of the metastable KPH mode makes little sense, as
the KPH approach is based on the possibility for OA formation to depend on the specificities of the aerosol aqueous
phase, which is no longer the case in Fig. 12e and h.
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Figure 12. Mean modeled oligomer concentrations from monoterpenes hydrophilic surrogates (thus without BiBmP) for both approaches:
KIN (left), KPH deliquescent (center) and KPH metastable mode (right) over 20 July–3 August 2006. The simulations are conducted using
for BiA0D the following KH values: 4.97 × 104 Matm−1 (top, a, b, c), 4 × 108 Matm−1 (middle, d, e, f) and 4 × 109 Matm−1 (bottom, g, h,
i).

4

Discussions and conclusions

Given the dissimilarities between the oligomer concentration fields simulated with CHIMERE using two different
approaches, and considering the sensitivity tests that were
conducted, the principles that guide the different approaches
must be discussed, and further developments have to be considered.
4.1

Oligomer formation from isoprene

First of all, the fate of isoprene in the condensed phase
shall be examined, as isoprene has been recognized as
a major SOA precursor through its first generation products methacrolein (MACR) and methyl vinyl ketone (MVK)
(Pandis et al., 1991; Carlton et al., 2009), which were
found to be important oligomer precursors in the condensed
phase (El Haddad et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012b; Renard
et al., 2013). On this specific point, the study of Renard
et al. (2015), based on the photo-oxidation of MVK into
a photo-reactor, revealed that considering only a first-order
rate constant to represent the formation of oligomers is not
appropriate, as the oxidation of MVK by OH was (in the
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016

condensed phase of the deliquescent aerosol) governed by a
kinetic competition between functionalization and oligomerization, which depends on the precursor initial concentration.
Furthermore, the branching ratio in favor of highly oxidized
monomers seems to be more important in the condensed
phase than in the gas phase (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008), thus
favoring the formation of a stable OA. A multiphase box
model study conducted by Ervens et al. (2015) based on the
laboratory experiments of Renard et al. (2015) underlined a
potential key role of the MVK-to-oxygen concentration ratio in the oligomerization rate under atmospherically relevant conditions. Thus, in the case of isoprene, the formation
of oligomers via the oxidation by OH(aq) in the condensed
phase may well be represented by a kinetic approach based
on a second-order rate constant. The authors propose a koligo
of 2.50×10−12 molec cm−3 s−1 for the single oxidation reaction of MVK and MACR by OH(aq) , but they recommend being cautious with this value as the kinetics may differ within
the variety of atmospheric conditions (LWC, OH(aq) , MACR,
MVK concentrations, etc.).

www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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4.2

Further developments for oligomer formation
dynamics

On a broader level, the difficulty of restituting faithfully
oligomer yields and SOA formation dynamics comes from
the diversity of the phenomena that drive SOA formation in
the atmosphere. It is indeed clear now that oligomerization
processes, which may produce up to 50 % of SOA on average, rely on both the volatility of the multiple SVOCs and
their reactivity in the condensed phase, which is controlled
by a series of oxidation, association and fragmentation reactions that can be kinetically described.
One important issue is thus our ability to describe in an
appropriate manner the variety of SVOC behaviors in the gas
and condensed phase in an AQM. As for KH values, we have
discussed the fact that the representation of SVOC partitioning in models for now is not highly accurate. Most 3-D models indeed use one single KH value to account for the behavior of a complex mixture of SOA precursors, and this format
clearly prevents the model to restitute the full diversity of
the gas-particle partitioning of individual compounds in time
and space. This is all the more important because the results
we obtained with CHIMERE showed that oligomer concentrations present a considerable sensitivity to the KH value selected for the biogenic surrogate species that produces SOA.
Similarly, when simulating chemistry in the aerosol phase,
the allocation of distinct kinetic constant values for the reactivity of the condensed oligomer precursors would be valuable. Kalberer et al. (2006) effectively observed disparities
in the temporal evolution of the aerosol molar mass while
studying the oxidation of trimethylbenzene, α-pinene and
isoprene. Taking this into account would probably have increased the OC short-time variability of the KIN method.
However, increasing the degree of refinement of a modeling approach through a differentiation of individual behaviors is not always a good solution. The more refined the
scheme becomes, the more difficult it is to collect the details about organic compound reactivity, making it difficult
to set up the approach in a 3-D model. As an example, the
KPH approach proposes to consider the specific formation of
oligomers from the polymerization of aldehydes only, which
may happen through diverse acid-catalyzed reactions. Although it is evident that the consideration of only one single
polymerization pathway constitutes a limitation for the quantitative simulation of SOA production from ambient organic
precursors, this hypothesis has the advantage of proposing a
well-identified process, which can be adjusted in the model
in terms of intensity, and upon the environmental conditions,
from experimental knowledge about this reaction. However,
in this approach, isoprene oxidation products (ISOPA) could
not be considered as oligomer precursors, due to the fact
that the KPH approach is only applicable to aldehydes and
that there is no detail about the structural properties of the
ISOPA surrogate species in the current CHIMERE chemical
scheme. Including all or part of this species in the oligomerwww.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1361/2016/
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ization process would thus have introduced an indeterminate
uncertainty in our simulations. The outcome of this is a severe underestimation of the modeled OC compared with Harwell and Melptiz observation, that was – at least partly – attributed to the non-inclusion of isoprene in oligomer precursors when running CHIMERE with the KPH configuration.
Similarly, we have seen that the dependence of the model
results upon (i) the state (deliquescent or metastable) of the
aerosol, and (ii) its inorganic composition and pH, constitute
a key challenge for the implementation of the KPH approach.
In this respect, there is a necessity to define a parameterization focusing on the restitution of a unique parameter (such
as the dynamics of global SOA yields), and relying on an
irreducible set of parameters and processes, provided that it
allows the model to perform satisfactorily with regard to existing measurements. For this purpose, in situ atmospheric
oligomer measurements conducted at various distances from
the sources would be absolutely necessary to assign a representative average value for the KH of the SVOC surrogate
species – as our results showed that the rate and intensity of
the SVOC transfer to the aerosol phase give the SOA plumes
their shapes.
Another path of research would be to impose a minimum
value for the transfer of a given biogenic SVOC species to
the aqueous phase, in order to quantitatively restitute rapid
oligomer formation without significantly increasing the size
of the chemical scheme in the AQM. Then, kinetically adjusted chemical reactions simulating both the oligomer formation and release should be added to control the stability
of this organic fraction in the aerosol. Indeed, the definitive
character of the formation of oligomers is the key to a correct
representation of their total mass and dynamics of formation,
as was shown by our comparative study of irreversible (KIN)
and reversible (KPH) oligomerization processes at the continental scale.
How can we improve the representation of oligomer stability in the modeling approaches investigated here? The literature does not give a straightforward answer to the question
of oligomerization reversibility. Several observations and experiments reported in the literature point to the irreversibility
– at least partial – of the oligomerization process. According to a recent study of Liu et al. (2012b), the formation of
oligomers from methacrolein and methyl vinyl ketone (isoprene oxidation products) is irreversible. This assumption is
supported by the recent works of Hall and Johnston (2012a),
who investigated the thermal stability of a SOA matrix including 50 % of oligomeric species formed by the ozonolysis
of α-pinene: the authors concluded that, at ambient temperatures, oligomeric species should be non-volatile by structure.
However, Trump and Donahue (2014) report discording results about SOA mass yields in these experiments, that point
to an oligomerization process that would be reversible under
specific conditions (dilution, temperature), which is probably a good compromise in the interpretation of all laboratory
experiments.
Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1361–1382, 2016
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Considering these elements, the kinetic approach that represents oligomer formation as the only possible fate for the
relevant condensed organics may lead to a significant overestimation of the oligomer fraction in the aerosol. Thus, it
should at least take into account a possible loss of SOA
by evaporation, due notably to fragmentation processes (Renard et al., 2015). Indeed, organic compounds in the particulate phase have shown to be submitted to a variety of
non-oxidative and oxidative reactions leading to the formation of both semi-volatile and non-volatile compounds, depending on their final molecular weight (Kroll and Seinfeld,
2008; Kroll et al., 2009). Furthermore, the absence of reversibility in the kinetic approach makes it little adaptable
to laboratory observations such as the evaporation of SOA
from α-pinene on the scale of a few hours (Grieshop et al.,
2007). On the contrary, the high SOA mass yields obtained
from the oxidation of biogenic SVOCs cannot be reproduced
using the KPH-deliquescent approach, as SOA formed this
way is permanently released due to aerosol water evaporation or pH increase. Whatever the model configuration, our
works have shown that the oligomerization reversibility proposed by the KPH approach was difficult to set up and control in an AQM. Therefore, considering (i) the laboratory experiments conducted by Hall and Johnson (2012b) on the
ozonolysis of α-pinene, which indicated that oligomer formation would be driven by reactive uptake rather than by
the partition of monomers between both phases and (ii) the
fact that this reactive uptake may be observed within seconds
(Heaton et al., 2007; Hall and Johnson, 2012b), it appears
more realistic to propose a representation of the oligomerization process in two stages: a first fast step modifying directly the monomer partitioning so as to represent the rapid
formation of oligomers (not permitted by the KIN approach
only), and a stabilization step consisting of a kinetic uptake
of the OA previously formed (not adjustable in a KPH approach). Trump and Donahue (2014) have recently proposed
a comprehensive but simplified vision of reversible oligomerization that effectively combines a partitioning equilibrium
and a condensed-phase kinetic reactivity, and that clearly addresses the issue of reversibility. This vision was built from
the VBS approach, a modeling technique relying on SVOC
volatility bins rather than on identified chemical species to
represent the progressive formation of SOA from gaseous
organic compounds upon atmospheric oxidation processes
(Robinson et al., 2007). The works of Trump and Donahue
propose a detailed analysis of an expanded VBS version, taking into account oligomer formation dynamics in a quite similar way as here: namely, the description of the equilibriumphase partitioning of various VOC oxidation products from
a given volatility bin, and a kinetic-dependent reactivity in
the condensed phase where the association of two identical particulate monomers compete with the dissociation of
the dimers thus formed. The ratio of those two rate constants makes a dimerization formation equilibrium. There,
major simplifying assumptions are made. They mainly stem

from the fact that only one single volatility class of condensed products reacts, and that this class reacts in its entirety – regardless of the structure of precursors – to form carboxylic acid dimers. Indeed, representative equilibrium constants for the dimerization reaction were derived from laboratory works on dicarboxylic acid dimers formation. Finally,
it is stressed by the authors that neither of the simplifications
considered in this approach is likely to be realistic, and that
the stated goal of their work is only to identify what type
of chemistry this method produces and how it helps understanding/representing oligomers in the atmosphere. Despite
such simplifications, the authors show that their approach allows for restituting experimental SOA yields for different initial OA conditions, as well as SOA formation dynamics. A
particularly interesting result of this approach is the simulation of a two-stage SOA evaporation (monomers evaporate
rapidly upon dilution while only a modest drop in oligomer
concentration is simulated due to the equilibrium dynamics)
that may help reproducing recent observations of delayed
SOA evaporation. Through sensitivity tests to the condensedphase reactivity kinetics, this approach also outlines that an
irreversible oligomerization process (high dimerization to
evaporation kinetic ratio) would definitely appear incompatible with the observed SOA mass-yield behaviors.
As for conventional modeling approaches relying on
molecule structural properties, and based on these findings, a KPH-like approach considering a further reactive uptake – with partial reversibility or fragmentation so as to
fit the observations about the hysteresis of SOA formation
and evaporation – could be a suitable parameterization to
represent the formation of oligomers from monoterpenes.
Even so, the determination of the aerosol mode (deliquescent/metastable) is not an obvious choice. Although Fountoukis et al. (2009) concluded from plume studies that organics could promote thermodynamically stable water down
to very low RH, Moya et al. (2002) have shown that considering a metastable mode for PM1 (where organic matter is predominantly present) leads, under low relative humidity conditions (< 60 %), to significant errors in the concentrations of
the inorganic species, which indirectly determine the aerosol
pH and thus oligomers formation. Similarly, Mikhailov et
al. (2013) found – from the analysis of atmospheric aerosols
– that under a RH level of about 70 %, organic species may
not be completely dissolved in the aqueous phase and may
also coexist in a solid aerosol phase. These studies both conclude to the importance of considering a deliquescent mode
for low relative humidity conditions.
Beyond the fundamental lack of in situ data required to
evaluate oligomer and SOA concentration fields produced by
AQMs, new advances are expected from further laboratory
works to improve the accuracy of SOA formation processes
in the models. In particular, as has been indicated by Trump
and Donahue (2014), any sophistication of oligomer formation approaches would require advances in the knowledge of
SOA yields and oligomer production dynamics. Such exper-
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iments would allow for building relevant thermodynamical
and chemical schemes that simulate the dynamics of SVOC
capture, their reactivity in the condensed phase, as well as
their further potential for atmospheric release, to be implemented in AQMs.
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